
AFFIRMATION EXAMPLES BUSINESS REPORTS

These business affirmations are for small business owners and entrepreneurs who like to start their day with a boost of
self-confidence.

Why is it that I am such a great time-manager? I deserve love. The faster you can do that, the more
information you gain, the more successful in your actions you become. In conclusion, positive affirmations
work. Watch your Actions, they become habits. The beauty of affirmations is that you can easily create your
own. By doing so, you factually declare what you desire to be already true. I give and receive love equally.
Through them, you have the means to compare different periods of time and activity, growth, etc. My career
provides me the right opportunities to grow. I am a winner. Why is it that fear is afraid of me? Why is it that I
have the power to change my circumstances? Download our short guide on how to structure them, with
examples! How to Use Positive Affirmations You can use affirmations in any situation where you'd like to see
a positive change take place in your life. I am creative and bursting with brilliant ideas. You must believe in
your affirmation. I radiate love, happiness, grace and positivity  Find your affirmation and put it to work! Why
is it that my personal connection to the Universe is enough for me to create all the wealth I want? Why is it
that I have eliminated all fears of failure from my mind and feel good about that? I am the creator of my
reality. I fall into a deep and relaxing sleep. We are often our own worst critics. Positive affirmations are a
great way to bolster a flagging of self-love. Turn negatives into positives. For your affirmations to work, you
want to make sure to banish negative thoughts because your underlying feelings may be what is negative. The
importance of this dashboard lays within the fact that every finance manager can easily track and measure the
whole financial overview of a specific company while gaining insights into the most valuable KPIs and
metrics. Write and speak your affirmation as if it's already happening. Of all the different areas of your life
where positive affirmations can make a difference, the biggest area is in confidence. When you repeat them
often, and believe in them, you can start to make positive changes.


